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Phase-Selective Unit (PSU) 
 

Hitachi Rail STS USA’s 91.67-100 Hz Phase 

Selective Unit (PSU) is a highly reliable device 

for driving code-following relays in power 

frequency track circuits.  It eliminates the need 

for line wires and/or signal cables, and directly 

replaces the larger, more expensive centrifugal 

vane relays used in this application.  The PSU 

is also more immune to traction current than 

centrifugal relays. 
 

General Description 

The Phase-Selective Unit may be employed in 25 
or 60 Hz propulsion territories and set to 91.67 or 
100 Hz carrier frequency by simply changing 
connections on the unit’s wiring terminals.  The 
most recent PSU incorporates several 
improvements over older models.  These include 
better internal stabilization of the local input voltage 
and an improved means of adjusting to phase 
angle changes that maintains tuning frequency 
accuracy.  Adjustment is done by adding 
capacitance in series with the primary of the local 
transformer.  Four capacitance values are available 
by choosing taps and changing the position of one 
jumper (each capacitor separately, the series 
combination and the parallel combination).  This 
allows adjustment for the standard range of track 
circuit lengths (100 ft. to 6000 ft./30.5 to 1830 m). 
 

Advantages 

 Code-following relay drive in power frequency 
track circuits 

 Eliminates centrifugal vane relays, line wires, 
signal cables 

 Cab signal compatible, works with wide range of 
code rates 

 

Specifications 

Local Voltage:  20 Vac RMS +5% 

Operating Frequency: 91.67 Hz or 100 Hz 

Dielectric Breakdown: 3000V, 60 Hz for 1 min. 

Temperature Range: -40°C to +70°C (-40°F to 
+158°F) 

Mounting: Rack, shelf or wall. 

 

Ordering Information 

 Refer to ordering tabulation for Phase Selective Unit 
part numbers 

 Refer to these RSE catalog sections for Phase-
Selective related units: 

- RSE-3E1:  W-400 Transformer 

- RSE-4N2:  PC-250P plug-in relays N32559-014, 
N322559-018 

 Request Service Manual SM-6147 for replacement 
parts. 

 

 

 

 

Order No. PSU

N451590-0101 91.67/100 Hz Phase-Selective Unit
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Phase-Selective Unit 

Typical 100 Hz Track Circuit Application 
 

 
 
 

Typical 91-2/3 Hz Track Circuit Application 
 

 
 


